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High-Level Overview

Every algorithmic decision-maker incen vizes people to act in certain ways to receive be er
decisions. These incen ves can drama cally influence subjects’ behaviors and lives, and it is
important that both decision-makers and decision-recipients have clarity on which ac ons are
incen vized by the chosen model.

Why the incen ves provided by algorithms ma er:

They are legally regulated (e.g. adverse ac on no ces in credit scoring).
They empower individuals to have control and agency over their own outcomes (e.g. [2]).
Whether we study them or not, all algorithms already incen vize behaviors, and are having
unobserved consequences for decision-makers and decision-recipients in the real world.

In this work, we propose a novel framework for analyzing algorithmic incen ves through the lens
ofMarkov decision processes (MDPs).

At a high level, we propose that to properly understand how an individual is incen vized to act,
we must first define the ac ons available to an individual, and their effects. Then, the individual is
incen vized to take whichever ac on will modify their current state such that, a er execu ng a
sequence of addi onal ac ons, they will reach a final state thatmaximizes their received decision.

We show, using this framework, that many tradi onal interpretability tools (e.g. LIME[1], input
gradients) can provide poor advice policies when the decision-making model is non-linear.

Our key contribu on is a method for iden fying approximately op mal algorithmic incen ves,
by using planning algorithms like MCTS to solve the agency MDP. Furthermore, our method is
model-independent and requires only query access to the decision-making model.

We show in experiments that this method outperforms local approxima ons’ advice in prac cal
se ngs, including an online FICO scoring API, and a random-forest-based violent recidivism
predictor.

Framework

Consider an individual s ∈ S , defined as a feature vector. Individual s wants to maximize the
outcome of posi ve-definite decision func on D(s) ∈ IR+.

By taking an ac on a ∈ A, individual s may change their state. Individual s’s next state is defined
by sampling from transi on model T where s′ ∼ T (s, a).
We combine S , A, and T together to form a Markov Decision Process (MDP). We specify a
terminal func on end(s) that determines whether the sequence has ended, and define the reward
func on R:

R(s) =
{

D(s) if end(s)
0 otherwise

(1)

An advice policy π ∈ Π recommends a certain ac on a = π(s) for each state s an individual may
encounter.

For example, a locally-op mizing greedy policy chooses ac ons based only on maximizing the
immediate improvement in the received decision:

πlocal(s) = arg max
a∈A

E
s′∼T (s,a)

[D(s′)] (2)

We say an ac on is incen vized if it is recommended by an op mal advice policy π∗. More specif-
ically, an individual with state s is incen vized to execute ac on a∗ if that ac on will maximally
improve their eventual expected decision, more than any alterna ve ac on:

a∗ = max
π∈Π

(
E

sfinal∼Hπ(s)
[D (sfinal)]

)
= π∗(s) (3)

where Hπ(s) is the distribu on of end-states resul ng from “rolling out” π star ng at state s.

We can approximate this op mal advice policy by leveraging planning algorithms such as rein-
forcement learning.

Problems with Local Approximations as Advice Policies

Local-approxima on-based advice can be dangerously wrong. Consider the example in Figure 1,
in which a locally-improving policy would trap the individual at a local maximum and never achieve
the be er outcome that was available to them. Moreover, local advice may s ll be sub-op mal
when the decision func on is monotonic as is the case in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. A subject (gold diamond) wants to
maximize the value from a decision a er moving at
most 4 units from the origin. If the individual has
two resources or fewer, they should head towards
the le , whereas if they have 3 resources or more,
they should move right.
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Figure 2. A 2D monotonic decision func on, with
the lowest output in bo om-le (blue). A subject
star ng in the bo om-le corner can move 1 grid
unit each step. Greedy is op mal given at most 3
resources, but misses the op mal policy for 4 or
more steps.

Experiments

We applied our incen ve-evalua on framework to two decision-se ngs: pretrial risk assess-
ment (based on the COMPAS dataset), and credit scoring (by querying FICO’s online credit score
calculator).

We also trained a double deep Q-network on the agency MDP, but found that in both se ngs
the network generally failed to learn a meaningful advice policy (not even equaling the greedy
policy), and so we have excluded those results.

We compare these incen ves to the greedy policy (Eq. 2), which maximizes the decision imme-
diately a er the current ac on, and to a random policy.
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Figure 3. Comparing the performance of different advice policies, as defined in Eq. 3, varying the ini al resource
count. Le : Simple Credit model (averaged over 1000 ini al states, higher is be er). Center: recidivism predic on,
including race and gender (averaged over 1000 ini ally medium/high-risk states, lower is be er). Right: Recidivism
predic on (excluding race/gender).
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Figure 4. Examples of ac ons an agent can take each month within the “complex FICO” MDP.

We also tested our framework in a more complicated credit scoring se ng, with realis c ac ons
that each affect mul ple features. For examples of some of the ac ons, see Figure 4.

We can see the effect of different advice policies on loan recipients in different financial scenarios
in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 5. Mean recidivism risk score
before and a er following
MCTS-generated incen ves for 6 to
10 steps, varying the inclusion of
race/gender in decisions.
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Figure 6. Credit score under a
realis c model, star ng with US
average financial data and no debt,
and varying me remaining before
score is checked.
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Figure 7. Credit score under a
realis c model, star ng with US
average financial data but a sudden
crisis of $10,000 of debt, and
varying me remaining.

Conclusions

Incen ves and agency are crucial concepts to study further, and are almost certainly
impac ng decision-subjects’ behavior in unknown and unfair ways.
Our method can successfully learn underlying incen ves even from black-box APIs, and from
realis c ac on spaces.
Local linear approxima ons fail and provide subop mal advice in real-world models, and the
use of such models today is misleading both decision-recipients and decision-makers.
Many open ques ons remain, including how well different interpretability schemes generate
advice, and how to efficiently construct ac on models in the real world
We’d love to talk about collabora ng to iden fy incen ves in real-world systems!
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